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I know that Trump is a racist, but more than likely he doesnt actually know he is, he is just saying
the usual things that people say. I have read about many minorities in the past, and they tend to
have more illegal problems than whites. Yes, there are whites that abuse the system, but I have
never heard of a minority using illegal drugs. People are all different, and I am not here to say all
whites are good, and all minorities are bad. America has always been great for different races to
live together and work together, just because of our freedom of speech. I believe the Trump
campaign is full of racists, but they also believe they are doing good for a lot of Americans. I know
the Clintons are doing this politically correct name, but I say screw them. Hillary is just as bad of a
person for the next 4 years as Trump is going to be for the next 4 years. I do not follow politics, but
if it is the point of good, I dont care how bad someone is, because they can fix it. But if the next 4
years are like the past 12 years, the one man is going to do all that he can do, and as long as he
believes he is doing what’s right for this country, then I think he is doing the right thing. I am just
as American as the next person, I am sick of people being labeled or having jobs done for them,
and not having the right to fight for their own freedom! Trump has fought for his life, and his
family, I have no doubt that he will fight for this country as well. He does not have the same
political views as many Democrats, but he wants to make America great again, as well as make
America safe again. I wont be as scared, as I have been for the past 12 years, and I have a good
job to fall back on, and a lot more. In my opinion, Hillary is just as bad as Bill Clinton, and when his
daughter is in office, how is she going to help minorities?
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